
AROUND THE GIN WORLD

Discover the history of gin, explore its 
unknown types or try different tonics to find 
the perfect gin tonic for you.

London Dry
It is the most popular type of gin in the world that began 
writing its history in the 17th century. The interesting 
thing is that the gin of this kind does not have to be 
exceptionally dry, neither made exclusively in London. 
BLOOM, a premium gin from London, was inspired by the 
true natural beauty. It comes from Joanne Moore's 
workshop. She combined the perfect floral notes enriched 
by chamomile and pomelo in this gin. This is the ideal gin 
for tonic with strawberries.

Barrel Aged

This gin is influenced by barrels in which it is distilled and sweet 
tones. The maturation period can be a few months, but also 10 
years. A mature Colombian gin is coming to us from the wise 
minds and talented hands that have created the Dictador Rum. 
Using a vegetable selection based on limon mandarino, a hybrid 
of tangerine, orange and lemon, they have created an amazing 
gin with distinctive citrus and gave it the magnificent name 
Treasure. After the distillation, it matures for 35 weeks in rum 
barrels, thanks to which it will accentuate and round off its taste.

Contemporary gin
This is a gin, in which the other component exceeds the 
juniper base. It is often a herb, spices or even a flower. 
This breathtaking Spanish gin inspired by Mediterranean 
flavors is made from plants such as arbequina olive, 
rosemary, thyme, basil, and tangerine. The result of this 
is a breathtaking drink that has received great praise 
from critics.

Sloe Gin
Gin base plus sloes. It is more liqueur than gin, but very 
popular for its lightness and fruity tones. Monkey 47 Sloe 
gin is spicy, complexly made alcohol produced by 
macerating black forest sloes for the period of three 
months.



COGNAC vs BRANDY

Metaxa
Three types of sun-dried wine grapes are used for the 
production of Metaxa, then they are distilled and aged 
for at least three years in oak barrels. The number of 
years of maturation is indicated on the bottles by the 
number of stars. After the maturing process, the 
distillate is mixed with the archival vintage of the mace 
and the secret mixture of Greek herbs.

Godet Ice cognac
Although the premium brand of French cognac Godet 
has begun writing its history since 1782, its roots go 
even deeper. In March 2008, Jean-Jacques Godet took 
a sailing trip to the South Pole. Godet Antarctica was 
created as a tribute to this exceptional accomplishment. 
Jean-Jacques Godet was mainly inspired by the purity 
and fineness of the Antarctic country and created this 
crystal clear drink.

Sarajishvili
Georgian brandy Sarajishvili XO is produced according to 
classic technology - it is made from fifteen different types 
of brandy from the unique collection of David Sarajishvili. 
The average age of these alcohols is 14-18 years, but its 
composition is also enriched with alcohols up to 30 years 
old.

Courvasier
Courvoisier is one of the four major cognac houses in the 
world. Legend has it that Emperor Napoleon himself 
chose Courvoisier as his preferred cognac, and therefore 
the cognac Courvoisier is often called "Napoleon's 
Cognac". The company was founded in 1828 and since 
then has its headquarters in a little city called Jarnac. 
With prestigious bottles such as Courvoisier Napoleon or 
Josephine, Courvoisier belongs to the top of the luxury 
spirits market.
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